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statistics of Albania show that have by 30% 1991 to 
1996, Albania a to a 1996, 
about 80,000 tons of than half the national 
consumption. The activity the of plants 1990 was 

in public and satisfied  the national need annually than 1 
species, 40% of which was stone this public 

activity has ceased and  the demand of domestic plants is  met 
by the of plants and, to supplied by  small 

the of the national studies out in Albania 
have shown status of stone due to of 
diseases.  As in many of the 

stone to the incidence and of 

in the stone of activities and 
identlfying and low and 

applied to the of new 
of such investigations the the evaluation and launching of a national 
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which is highly e t  al., et al., 1996). 

The of in establishing new is not only an 

essential step but and in 
the should be implemented without the of 
disseminating with of 

infected of the same  time, the 
of a agents must be in the of a 

between and stone to 
be in Albania. the small size and limited of along 
the West  Coast, the of the  disease should this 

would the of plants and the establishment of new healthy 
in the 

the of the between of and 
and and 

and of a was 
envisaged: and use of the 
development of qualified activity in 
includes stone and olive  (Tab. 1). 

This quality activity need to develop adequate the of 
and and the of dealing with such 
subjects. In 1993, the Albanian issued the law 7659 "On seeds and 
plants", and  the law 7662 "On plant law the 

establishment of legal  bases the plant and the second 
the plant 1996, the laws,  the 

163 issued dealing with the 
and use of in Albania. the same the 

given  to agents could 
a 

The needed such a equipment 
phytopathological 

of healthy plant and  an in 
activity,  etc.) to be supplied by the of the  technical staff will  be 

in with and the of An aspect of the 
is the of Albanian well-established 

in of the Clonal and selection of native 
should pomological  qualities and to be used in the by  local 
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was established between the and the 
on plant in Albania" (Anonymous, 

1997), and deals specifically with issues. This new scientific well 
the objectives of the 

ed uso del di 
lo sviluppo di un attività vivaistica  qualificata in Albania. conto del 

degli italiano nell'ambito della 

the plant in Albania. 
between Albanian and 30 pp. 

and V. del di 
lo sviluppo di di qualità. 2: 33-36. 

J., and of the 
Bujqesia sliqiptare, 7 21-22. Albanian]. 
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Tab. Scheme the of in Albania 

Steps and 
localisation Agencies 

to-type 

house - + 
+ - 

house - + 
+ - 

Open field companies + - 

- + 
Open field companies + - 

- + 

association 

association 

of and Food (National 

of and 

(National Scientific 

(National Scientific 

and (National 
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